SAVE THE DATE: ScienceConnect

everyone walks to EagleBank Arena for New Student Convocation from 2 to 3:15 p.m.

Celebrate the start of the semester with food, music, games, and giveaways. The celebration will continue as

August 20, 2021 | Noon

Check your email for virtual meeting details.

August 19, 2021, 3 to 4 p.m.

College of Science Faculty Meeting

and SAT prep, goal setting, fitness classes, a farewell party, and more.

High school students will participate in STEM workshops as well as enhancement sessions including college

Females of Color and those Underrepresented in STEM (FOCUS) Academy (virtual)

Transfer students are invited to join us for an interactive, virtual bridge session that builds on New Student

August 6, 2021 | 10:30 a.m. to noon

Transfer Science Bridge 1 (virtual)

A team of scientific collaborators, including

Mason Science’s

Therapeutics Inc. pursue

by Martha Bushong

19 vaccines

patents for improved COVID-

Team at start-up AexeRNA

Wednesday, August 4, 2021

More on this research

religious reasons. If you have not submitted your vaccination records,

and staff to get vaccinated, and to share

universities that require all students, faculty,

by President Gregory Washington

outgoing chairs, Jim Kinter and David Walnut for your service to the College and to Mason while in

Mathematical Sciences

Emelianenko

and Earth Sciences

the

department chairs:

The college welcomes two new

AOES and Mathematical

Sciences welcome new

Patricia Garver, Ph.D., as the chair of Environmental Science and Policy

department.

Dr. Garver recently spoke to

in-person learning.

vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals wearing masks for a safer return to

To mask or not to mask?

An emerging public health concept in the US is how to best use masks for reduced coronavirus spread.

sustainable way using basic chemistry.

name suggests, aims to develop nanotechnologies in a

Claiborne

Chemistry and Biochemistry

Sustainable Nanotechnology Affiliate

recently accepted an invitation to become a

Affiliate. The center, as its

TrueRemove®, a group of sustainable technologies for cleaning and disinfection

Laboratory

Telemundo

Aarthi Narayanan

Patrick Gillevet

Watch the news segment

In the News

More on his appointment

Change

12-Month Faculty Leave Roll

Payroll Lester Arnold, Sr. announced that the

Mason Vice President for Human Resources and

Arnold for more details (sent Friday, July 30)

email

begining January 9, 2022. If you have questions,

hr@gmu.edu

 unnecessarily prevent people from going about their daily activities. As we celebrate our

Message from the Dean

Key Connected